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Samhain – the traditional Celtic New 
Year, a time when we enter into the realms 
of the Crone Goddess, the Dark Mother. 
We dive down into the depths, fearlessly 
facing our shadow selves, ready for change, 
transformation, for the death of the old and 
the rebirth of the new. 

Samhain is one of the four cross-quarter 
points of the Wheel of the Year that are 
traditional Celtic fire festivals, sitting 
directly opposite Beltane. In the Priestess 
lineage of Avalon, Samhain is traditionally 
a time when we begin the training of new 
Priestesses in our “Spiralage”. The Priestess 
of Avalon and Priestess of Cerridwen 
trainings both begin around Samhain. In 
this edition of Goddess Temple News, we 
hear from Priestess tutor Luna Silver about 
the importance of fire as a transformational 
element at Samhain, and how we can use 
this potent portal to give away all that no 
longer serves us. 

This has been a year of transformation 
for so many people and communities, the 
Goddess Temple being no exception ! As 
we emerge into the dawn of the new day 
at Samhain, we recognise too that there is 
still a long and shadowy road ahead. In the 
coming months, we are all being invited 
to look deeply inward, to transform and 
change our ways of life as we awaken to a 
new age on our planet. Goddess wisdom is 
returning ! Bee Helygen, course tutor of the 

Priestess of Cerridwen training, offers her 
reflections on how as a Temple community, 
we have stepped up to meet the challenges 
of 2020 ! 

In our new regular astrology feature in 
Goddess Temple News, Maria Jones, Silver 
Spiral tutor, takes us on a journey into 
the astrology of Samhain 2020 – Imbolc 
2021, and the challenges that will face us 
as we move into the Age of Aquarius. Kate 
Fletcher, tutor of the Sacred Birthkeeper 
training, introduces us to the teachings of 
Sheela Na Gig, another ancient Goddess 
here on Brigit’s Isles, who is in Herself 
a portal for rebirth. And Rachel Harris, 
tutor of the new Priestess of Mother Earth 
training, writes of how we can find ways 
to connect with Her deep and dark places 
over this season of change.

At this time on our Earth, many of us 
are reconsidering how we wish to live our 
lives, and how we can best serve others and 
Goddess. Now is the time for the rebirth 
of Goddess Temples all over the world – as 
Temple creative director outlines in our 
new Sister Temples project.

We hope you enjoy the rich pickings 
of this Goddess Temple News. As always, 
we value your comments and feedback at 
info@goddesstemple.co.uk. 

With Samhain blessings from
The Goddess Temple Team

Samhain 2020
Donations Welcome
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www.goddesstemple.co.uk
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and Giorgia Farano
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Newly dedicated Sisters of Cerridwen with their tutor, Bee Helygen (September 2020).



Autumn has arrived in our land, the 
leaves are falling and trees are almost bare. 
Another year has passed, this one had 
little joy and plenty of sorrow. Looking 
back at Samhain 2019, we had for the fifth 
year opened the Temple for a late-night 
vigil, with embodiment of the Goddess 
Cerridwen. Priest-esses of Cerridwen 
worked together to hold the space, 
pilgrims and seekers arrived in waves, we 
smudged in tandem and embodied in relay, 
one Priestess out, the next in. So, it went 
until almost midnight. We were all very 
tired after closing the Temple and elated 
to have been able to be of service to so 
many. Holding them in their grief of fresh 
bereavement or from old wounds of loss 
and sorrow. 

This year is very different. As I write 
this, we are heading into more lock downs 
across the country. Covid-19 has brought 
the loss of loved ones, security, identity, 
jobs, businesses, it is like we are in freefall 
and no one is sure where they will land 
anymore. 

How does one cope as a Priestess ? For 
me a Priestess is a spiritual leader in the 
community, and what we did find through 
Covid is that we are a global access 
community now. When the lock down 
began the Priestesses who served in the 
Temple asked themselves : what can we 

do ? How can we help ? What will be of use 
to people ? 

Very quickly it became clear, what 
was needed was greater connectivity. A 
reaching out to people in our community 
and further afield. How to continue to send 
our gifts of hope and love into the world ? 
During a meeting Priestess Sisters came 
up with an unusual idea : live casting a 
daily love bubble, from Facebook, beaming 
out the rays of love, becoming one of the 
beacons of hope across the web. Tech 
savvy volunteers were needed. Who would 
like to help ? Who would be a part of this ?

Face to face is easy for me … speaking 
online was scary. Firstly, I had to recognise 
the older woman in the video as myself. 
Vanity had to be overcome, deep breath in 
and dive down into Cerridwen’s Cauldron 
of Testing and Inspiration. She was my 
guide into the unknown, to become the 
bridge of hope, to find the words even 
when we were faced with so much trauma 
and death. We continue the work.

Samhain is the New Year in the Celtic 
Wheel. I bless you and wish you all that 
2021 is a much brighter year than this one !

In 2020 we did learn a lot together : how 
important true community is, how we are 
stronger together, how love can overcome 
obstacles and difference, how Goddess will 
always be with us.

We are all still here to tell the tale. So 
many are not. May their souls be thanked 
for their service too and may their journey 
onwards be blessed equally.

Priestess Bee Helygen of Avalon
Temple Teacher and Creatrix of 

the Priestess of Cerridwen Course

Blessed Calan Gaeaf to You All / Bendithion Calan Gaeaf i Bawb



– Summers end. The days become shorter. We light a fire as 
the chill in the air portends our return into the darkest parts of 
the year. The dwellers on the threshold of the closing of the year 
can relieve us of our burdens, pruning us like roses before the 
hard frosts begin. If we allow them to take liberty with us the dark 
sisters will undress us in the shadows, caressing us with their 
whispered prayers. We can be like the trees – the sisters’ breath 
the wind liberating the leaves from our branches as we draw back 
our vital energy into the heartwood for the winter to come.

2020 took us all by surprise with its harsh blows and hidden 
treasures. Time to remember what is important and to let the rest 
go. Light the Samhain needfire. A needfire is a ritual fire created for 
the purpose of purification and blessing. Create and kindle your 
fire with all that you would not carry with you into the darkness. 
Feed your needfire until you are empty, and your fire is full and 
sated.

The compost heap is the nutritional centre of the garden. It 
is where we feed the fires of decomposition with the dead wood 
that we have cut back. We prune so that the new shoots can have 
the space to grow true and fresh and healthy in the spring. My 
compost heap is a high tech ‘Hotbin’ which is sealed to build the 
heat to a sizzling average 55°C which is a great temperature for 
breaking stuff down that grew from the soil or ate things that 
grew from the soil or ate things that ate things that grew from the 
soil back into soil to grow some more things to be eaten again. 
When I die, I would like to be ‘Hotbinned’. There is also a kind of 
burial shroud that will help with this process called the ‘Coeio 
Infinity burial suit’. It is made of organic cotton and seeded with 
mushrooms. The company claims the mushrooms can decompose 
our post mortem bodies while cleaning toxins from our bodies 
before they leach out into the soil. If I go before you, please buy 

one for me or as I mentioned earlier pop me in the ‘Hotbin’.
Which leads me neatly to my final Samhain thoughts. Samhain is 

the time of the year when the veils between our world of physical 
form and the realms of the dead grow thin for a while, traditionally 
for 3 days – 30th / 31st October and 1st November. At this time, we 
can honour and if we wish perhaps meet and commune with our 
ancestors and loved ones who have passed from this world. Today, 
I stared into the void darkness of Tregiffian Barrow, an ancient 
chambered tomb on the Penwith Peninsula in Cornwall. My prayer 
for today : “May I become the kind of ancestor worth honouring. 
Blessed be.” 

Luna Silver 
Priestess of Avalon, teacher priestess in the lineage of Avalon, 

Glastonbury Goddess Temple weaver and director, 
Shamanka Creatrix and lover of all things green and wild.

SAMHAIN



Glastonbury Goddess Temple Madron Membership Scheme
For many years, we have had a circle of Madrons supporting 

the Goddess Temple. Madron means Mother Goddess, and 
Madrons are those who generously give monthly donations 
to the Glastonbury Goddess Temple to support our work, 
mothering the Temple with their support and love. Madrons 
form a core part of Temple donations, supporting all our activities 
as a not-for-profit, educational organisation and centre for 
modern-day Goddess worship.

Over the course of the Covid-19 outbreak, during the five-
month period where the Temple was closed to the public, we 
began as a Temple to move our offerings online. The response 
was overwhelming – our numbers of subscribers on YouTube 
flew up, and people from around the world were coming forward 
to watch our offerings of Facebook Lives in the Goddess House 
and Goddess Temple and come to online ceremonies. People all 
over the world are coming forward, wanting to connect with the 
Temple and with Lady of Avalon.

And so, the new membership scheme was born ! Madrons 
are all those who wish to support the Temple through a regular 
donation, and who are also on a spiritual journey with Goddess. 
The circle of Madrons is open to all who love Goddess. Each 
month, we offer you seasonal, exclusive offerings from the 
Goddess Temple. This includes :

  Seasonal prayers connecting you to the land around you and 
to the Goddess of the season

  Seasonal video from Avalon
  Virtual Full Moon Temple, streamed live from the Goddess 

Temple
  A private Facebook group for Madrons with additional 

content throughout the month 
  And much more !

Together, we are creating a thriving, open-hearted virtual 
community of Goddess loving people around the globe, 
spreading Her love into the world. 

Elsa Field, Priestess of Avalon, Goddess Temple content creator

Cirencester Madronae, photo : Elizabeth Russell



Fire Power  
of the Crone
Black Novala blazes my house late at night,
burning to a new discerning all I own
and all I knew was true.

Her shocking unlocking dislocates my mind
beneath Her dark, deep moon.
Her singeing presence remains in
charred ash, a lingering smell
in the shell of what once was home.

And yet, Her challenging gift illuminates depths
that only the dark Crone knows and grows.
Her call of loss is piercingly fierce 
but She also lovingly bestows –

Shimmering and simmering Her fiery rage reveals
quiet peace of blackness beyond all fear.

Removing and razing Her destruction reveals
expansive spaciousness beyond despair.

Testing and reshaping Her fierce wisdom reveals
direct knowing of benign reality beyond control.

Black Novala I let go of all I know
trusting Your awesome painful grace
seeing wisdom and love in the darkness
shining through Your ancient fiery face.

Lynne Sedgmore – Priestess Healer and 
Tutor of the Goddess Luminary Training
From : Crone Times

 
Earth Goddess,  
I am one with you
I saw you in the morning light
Securely grounded on your earth
Green faces waking from the oak
A chorus singing your arrival
Earth maiden, I am one with you

You shape-shifted in the water
Flowing blue, wild and free
Place my burden down
Lady Elemental Being
Earth lover, I am one with you

Lady Lammas, priestess, dancer
Golden, harvest, fires ablaze
Hold me safely
Guide me gently
Earth mother, I am one with you

The crystal bowls are singing
Silver Moonstones have hinted their return
Divine, crone energy
Circling wisdom in the air
Earth goddess, I am one with you

Alison Walsh

Ancient Wisdom 
Ancient wisdom 
beneath my feet 
Your presence 
gently whispered 
In every plant and twig
Your arms cascade
thru forests and meadows 
Holding us gently 
your love vibrates and echoes 
In caves 
of times long, long ago
In places 
no man dares to go 
I travel and tread lightly 
with every step we meet
For you are
The ancient wisdom
Beneath my feet.

Stephanie Pixi Morris

Offerings from Goddess Temple Madrons
Goddess Temple Madrons are those who generously donate to the Temple each month and receive an invitation to our 
virtual Goddess Temple ! Find out more : goddesstemple.co.uk/join-the-virtual-temple



“What kind of moon is it tonight 
mummy ?” asks my youngest.

“It is a dark moon” I reply,
“Is that bad ?” he asks,
“No darling” I say, “It’s the last small 

crescent of the Old Crone Moon tonight 
and tomorrow a New Baby Moon will be 
born.”

Sheela na Gig, like the dark moon can 
often get a bad press. Culturally, at the 
moment, we live in a time where dark, old 
or ugly means bad, evil and best avoided. 
Modern spiritual or religious thinking 
can tend towards light, beautiful and 
everlasting being desirable and ideal.

When we look to Nature though, we 
realise that all life moves in cycles and 
circles. The seasons of the year have a time 
of growth, flourishing and fruiting, followed 
by a time of decline and decay. Finally 
there is the resting time of Winter before 
the cycle begins again.

Our days follow a cycle of wakefulness 
and activity generally in the light filled part 
of the day followed by rest and sleep in the 
healing darkness of the night time.

The menstrual cycles of the womb 
mirror the cycle of the moon’s phases, 
indeed the word menstrual comes from 
the same root as the word for moon and 
month. The Maiden Crescent Moon phase 

in the lead up to ovulation, the Full Moon 
phase as an egg is released, the Waning 
Moon phase if the egg is not fertilised and 
the Dark Moon release of blood and of all 
that was not needed.

Sheela-na-Gig has remained a mystery 
to those who do not understand the 
inherent spirituality in the cycles of nature. 
Her gaping, open vulva, exposed and often 
large or exaggerated speaks of fertility, so 
She has sometimes been interpreted as a 
fertility Goddess ; and so She is, but that is 
only part of Her nature.

She is generally seen in Her images 
as being an old woman, often bald, her 
ribs visible and Her breasts, if shown are 
shrunken and empty. Not the image of your 
average fertility goddess ! But when we view 
Her from the perspective of the whole of 
Nature’s cycles, we realise that not only is 
She the fertile womb from where all of life is 
born, She’s also the dark welcoming womb 
to where all things return at the end of their 
lives. Her Cosmic Womb space is where we 
rest until it is time to be born again.

At this time of Samhain, the seasonal 
growth of the year dies away. Indeed in our 
world at the moment we may be feeling a 
lot of death and decline, both personally 
and collectively. Sheela-na-Gig is the 
Goddess who meets us at that gateway 
of death, She welcomes us to rest in Her 

Healing Womb, trusting that She will 
transform all that we need, no longer need 
and in the right time, in the right season, 
we will be reborn. Blessed Be.

Kate Fletcher, Priestess of Avalon and 
Sacred Birthkeeper, Course Tutor of the 

Sacred Birthkeeper training

For more about Sheela Na Gigs of Britain and 
Ireland, visit : http://www.sheelanagig.org/

Sheela-na-Gig, Goddess of Life, Death and Rebirth



Each one of us is a force of nature. Of course, we are ! We are 
of nature. Our flesh, bones and blood are of Mother Earth. She 
created our bodies to be the unbroken vessel for our powerful soul 
in each incarnation on earth. When we remember and reclaim this 
wisdom, root deeply into her body and follow Her seasons and 
energy, can you imagine what forces of nature we can be ! We can be 
truly embodied here, sovereign in our full radiance, vibrating at our 
highest frequency for the highest good of Mother Earth and all.

At this time of year, we welcome the sacred caves and dark 
spaces of Mother Earth on the wheel of Mother Earth. These are 
mysterious, transformational and liminal places often experienced 
as threshold places to beyond this earth. The bones of our 
ancestors thousands of years ago laid to rest in these dark places 
as ritual perhaps as a way to be closer to the afterlife. Oracles of 
Gaia have spoken wisdom from deep within these dark places.

The energy of these places at this time of year supports us in 
spending time with our own dark places within ourselves whilst 
being rooted firmly in Mother Earth. We can reveal, heal and 
transform lower frequencies including dis-ease from our bodies, 
minds and hearts.

Before we were conditioned to be frightened of the dark and 
the earth wisdom was lost and taught to be seen as suspicious 
during the witch burning years, we understood our force of nature. 
We lived in synch with the rhythms of Mother Earth understanding 
our interconnectivity and interdependence with all of live. 

If we take the time now to reclaim this wisdom, to follow Her 
seasons and energy and root ourselves deeply into Her body, She 
will hold us strong through anything we have to go through. She 
will fill us with Her earth-red energy holding us firmly in those 
deep dark places so we can become aware of what is ready to be 
healed. Those dark places within us are full of wonder and mystery 
just like the caves, crevices and deep bog holes. As we sit in the 
darkness we can more clearly experience more of ourselves. 
She will enable us to receive Her healing and wisdom so we can 
experience our full soul’s resonance and follow the whispers of 
our soul. She is calling to us to remember our true nature, being of 
Her and interconnected with all of life. We all need to heed Her so 
we can heal ourselves, humanity, Her and all Her creations.

We know how to do this. We are the sages, healers, foragers, 
midwives, soul wives and seers of old who were deeply connected 
to Mother Earth. This wisdom is in our DNA. We are here right now 
to bring in the new high frequencies into our bodies, hearts and 
minds to raise the vibration here on our beautiful planet. Nature 
and our connection to Her is how we shall do this – especially in 
the wonder of darkness. Blessed Be. 

Rachel Harris is the founder of the brand new Priestess / Priest 
of Mother Earth 2 spiral training starting March 2021.

She is also Priestess of Avalon, Priestess Medium 
and Healer, Oracle of Mother Earth.

Welcoming Earth’s Sacred Caves and Dark Spaces

 

 
Mother Earth is 
calling to us deeply in 
our souls. She loves 
us and we are Her 
children. Right now 
She is telling us that  
it is time to connect 
deeply with Her to 
feel the depth of this 
love, connection, 
holding, grounding, 
healing and presence 

 
Spiral One: Eight Circles  
(5 in Glastonbury 3 online)  

begins 19th-21st March 2022 
 

https://goddesstempleteachings.co.uk/ 
Priestess of Mother Earth/ 

Glastonbury Goddess Temple, 2-4 High St,  
Glastonbury, BA6 9DU 

 

Priestess/Priest of Mother 
Earth – 2 Spiral Training 
with	Priestess	Rachel	Harris		

 
 



Glastonbury Goddess Temple  
Circle of National and International Sister Temples

Goddess is returning everywhere to our human consciousness. 
She is calling many women and men to awaken to Her in different 
ways. She is asking us to bring Her Goddess Temples alive again in 
cities, towns, villages and countryside all over the world.  
I first began teaching people to become Priestesses and Priests 
of Avalon in 1998 and with their help we opened the Glastonbury 
Goddess Temple in 2002. Since that time many of the people who 
have trained with us have gone on to find the Goddesses in their 
own lands and have established their own Goddess Temples with 
their own teachings.

In the coming months we are opening a new Circle of Belonging 
for Goddess Temples which have been created by Temple Trained 
Priestesses and Priests, elsewhere in Britain or in other countries. 
You can now become part of our Glastonbury Goddess Temple 
Circle of Sister Temples. The purpose of this Sister Temple Circle 
is mutual support and encouragement of individuals and groups, 
giving advice on setting up a Goddess Temple and its continuation 
through time, help in dealing with challenges and conflicts, and 
ongoing support with promotion.

If you and your Temple are interested in becoming part of 
this Sister Temple Circle please contact us for more detailed 
information and an application form : info@goddesstemple.co.uk

with love and Her blessings 
Kathy Jones, 
Founder Glastonbury Goddess Temple



Samhain to Imbolc Astrology
And so, we enter the dark season with a bewitching Blue 

Samhain Full Moon in the sign of Taurus, conjunct Urania, the 
Storm Goddess. The Taurus / Scorpio axis of death and regeneration 
invites us to transmute all that it holding us back from knowing the 
deep, authentic self. It is time to clear our body, soul and psyche 
of limiting patterns and old obsessions. Personal and collective 
revelations that shake us to our core force us out of our comfort 
zones and expand our vision. It is time to embody the revolution ! 

As we move through the final months of 2020, the astrology 
continues to intensify as Mercuria and Mars continue their 
retrograde journeys and challenge the Capricorn Stellium of 
Jupiter, Pluto and Saturn. As we face tightening restrictions and 
are called to turn within once more, we are given the opportunity 
to shed layers of old conditioning and let go of all that we do not 
wish to carry forward. 

Pluto, the Dark mother and Jupiter the Sovereign Queen of 
the cosmos come together for their final collision of 2020 at 22 
degrees Capricorn on the 12th of November. As Jupiter illuminates 
the underworld caverns of Pluto, the corrupt systems that govern 
our reality are being seen for what they truly are as the pandemic 
continues to unfold. At this time, we are invited to look into 
Pluto’s obsidian mirror and face our own shadow selves. As we 
face the oppressor within, we heal the tyranny without. 

Mars the warrioress stations direct on the 13th of November. 
What has alchemised in your life since She began Her retrograde 
on the 9th of September ? How have you reclaimed your power, 
passion and individuality ? What ties have been severed or 
boundaries set ? What has burned in the fires of alchemy ? Mars 
remains in Aries until January 7th 2021 giving us the opportunity to 
continue to empower our dreams with Her sacred fire. 

The long, intense journey we have undergone in 2020 has been 
leading us up to the grand conjunction of Jupiter and Saturnia at 0 
degrees Aquarius on the Winter Solstice. Jupiter and Saturnia have 
not made this particular alignment in over 20,000 years. We are 
truly entering the Age of Aquarius, the Grail Bearer. The Aquarian 
themes of community, freedom and revolution will begin to ripple 
out through the collective consciousness causing both upheaval 
and renewal as many souls choose a new way of living, exiting the 
system and choosing to live simply and self-sufficiently. 

Throughout 2021, Saturn in Aquarius will Square Uranus in 
Taurus, creating an economic reset. We will become profoundly 
aware of how we use our resources and seek to balance any 
inequality as we seek liberation for all. Climate activism will 
increase as we remember that it is Her that provides for all our 
needs. What is your role in creating the New Earth ? What is your 
vision for the future ? How can you co-create it with likeminded 
souls ? 

Maria Jones is a Priestess of Avalon, 
and course tutor for the Silver Spiral. You can find her at : 

www.inspirationsforyourjourneybacktoavalon.com

A Glimpse into the 
Mysterium of the Lady of Avalon

Saturday, 21 November • 5 to 8 pm

An online devotional journey
With Kathy Jones, Sally Pullinger, Elsa Field 

and Priest/esses of Avalon

Once again we invite you to join us in  
a special three hour online Glimpse into the 

Mysterium of the Lady of Avalon, 
a sacred devotional space where we can deepen our 

connection to the Lady and to Avalon and give to 
Her our love and gratitude.

We offer you this opportunity to participate in 
prayers to the Lady of Avalon, songs, chant and 

inner journeying to Avalon, in the embodied 
presence of the Lady of Avalon and the Oracle  

of Avalon, with journey music by Jerome Zoran,  
Sally Pullinger & Elsa Field.

For all who would like to join us here in 
Glastonbury / Avalon, online via Zoom.

Please arrive on time in the Zoom waiting room, 
ready to begin at 5 pm.

Bring an open heart, your love,  
and refreshments for the journey.

For more information, visit : 
www.goddesstemple.co.uk 




